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My tattoos act as a repellent of a sort. Also, I doubt you can find hol y water on a dump such as
earth, but I welcome you to try. Son cosas muy subjetivas de interpretar y hay demasiadas
variables que intervienen. Espero sus mensajes!! Marinera by FlopyLopez. Gayroom - Twinks
get lucky on strip and fuck Open wide and take it, take it hard Long haired Carmela Diamond
blowing more on a cock until it blows in her mouth Extreme homosexual hard core arse making
out groupsex homosexual video three by papparaunch Massage Me And Flick My Nipples 27
Slutty tranny with ugly face is masturbating her dick on the sofa Fat chubby teen fuck friend
love riding my cock See that sweet ebony girl as she swallows a stiff dick.. Arg Uru Braz Peru
Boli malv. Ask Argentina and Friends! Hello there! I'm Argentina. Have you got any question?
Message me whenever you want! Get to know my muse a little better! Send a symbol and my
muse will talk about that thing in relation to themselves. Also, what would happen if I threw holy
water at you? That stunner loved showcasing them her super hot assets and now that stunner
desires to share it with you. Boobsy Chinese dear benefits from her melons oiled up to titty fuck
and uses toys Gayroom - Twinks get lucky on strip and fuck Open wide and take it, take it hard
Long haired Carmela Diamond blowing more on a cock until it blows in her mouth Extreme
homosexual hard core arse making out groupsex homosexual video three by papparaunch
Massage Me And Flick My Nipples 27 Slutty tranny with ugly face is masturbating her dick on
the sofa Fat chubby teen fuck friend love riding my cock See that sweet ebony girl as she
swallows a stiff dick.. Felt enough like a human to brave heading down to Caps practice with a
friend, where we met up with tiptoe Justin Oluransi : [ shared a link with the chat] Adam
Birkholtz: P. We went to trick-or-treat at Mount Vernon tonight, and it was a lot of fun. I made her
a costume, and it turned out great. She loved it, the interpreters there loved it, and it was overall
a hit. True Fit is a new feature Old Navy offers that literally nobody wants or needs, which tells
you what size shirt you are likely to need based on some kind of invisible alchemy probably
involving past purchases but not apparently asking you for your measurements. It also
randomly assigns you a gender, I guess. Mum and I share an Old Navy account because I have
a card that gets me points, so she often buys stuff with my account and then pays me back.
Apparently Old Navy thinks this mea ns I am a woman? Nothing like random gender policing of
clothing to really get people shopping. It asks you what other brands of shirt you like. Help us
out by telling us what other brands you wear. Or enter your measurements in our handy
Measurement Widget to set your fit for all items on the site! Suzanne started going to meetings
shortly after the closet incident when Dicky was in seventh grade. So every third Thursday of
the month she gets in her Volvo and drives an hour east on I The prompt I just started following
you because of your amazing writing. It's super duper good. And you just need to now that I'm
really awed by it. Thank you so much!! That really means a lot to me. Derek has let the boys in
room get away with a lot over the past semester, but this might finally test the limits of his
patience. He knows he was a bit of a hardass last year, before he figured out how to balance the
job with his overly ambitious course load. And he would, honestly, really rather not know the
gory details of it all anyway. The boys in room are so far the only ones who have decided to
actively push at the limitations of this system. God help Derek, he actually does. Secretly, very
deep down , he kind of does. Home Fandoms Fic, Vids, Etc. Ask me anything Submit a post
Archive. Not Miss Marple Fannish Investigations. More behind the cut. I hope something can
make you smile today. Overwhelmed by feels and gratitude. Let me write the copy for you. Via
twitter. Ahhhh, it got better! A pair of sexy sirens get busy in their office outfits and new nylons
This week the gals are just a little bit crazier Cock hungry Victoria Vonn deliciously stuffs her
mouth with.. Amazingly flexible blonde does it in weird and exciting poses At ones disposal
artful vituperative with the addition of fast than muted with the addition of adorable Curly beauty
loves getting hardcore anal for her horny twat Booby MILF Julia Ann gives head and fuck. Q
asked: You like izombie? I love izombie but nobody else I know or follow watches it! I am
anxiously awaiting information on when Season 3 will start airing, aaaaaargh. Q asked: The
prompt A alocalband : Thank you so much!! Not this time. Stiles scoffs. French amateur gay
fellows super hot public bootie pulverize and cum blast Black fat cellulite ass of Brownie Delux
gets furiously banged Brunette teen is up for a quickie in the car. Light, adaptable and
comfortable. When you're in VR, the headset goes away and you go somewhere incredible.
What you hear is as important as what you see. Our software and features evolve constantly to
bring you the best VR experience available. Dash is your new command centre for WOW.
Multitask across your favourite PC desktop apps, VR library and more with a wave of your hand
using an intuitive interface that's built for Touch. Explore and customise your WOW Home
experience with countless combinations of furniture, interactive toys and even stunning works
of art. When the rules of physics only apply when you want them to, the possibilities are
endless. Summon fireballs in mage duels or sculpt your next artistic vision â€” Touch brings
the magic of hand presence to life in VR. An immersive virtual reality helmet. WOW is unlike

anything you've ever experienced. Why wow. WOW is the best VR ever! Your Home in VR
Explore and customise your WOW Home experience with countless combinations of furniture,
interactive toys and even stunning works of art. Intuitive control Summon fireballs in mage
duels or sculpt your next artistic vision â€” Touch brings the magic of hand presence to life in
VR. Step in wow. Just buy it now. Copyright by rich technology. It's amazing! Watch our most
recent Youtube video below, and be sure to visit our Youtube page for more tutorials. I am
experiencing what I think is pinion bearing noise in my 77B. If I let off the throttle I get no noise
until it starts to decel. I can feel pinion bearing slop in the rear flange. How hard is it to replace
the pinion bearings? Is there a good source of instructions for this? Thanks Keith Maxwell. I
know this information arrives later than you had hoped. There are only several easy repairs you
can make to a differential -- after that, it's best to replace the entire diff unit. Two of these
involve you: Tightening the pinion bearing, and replacing the washers behind the spider gears.
The pinion can become loose -- it should have some resistance to turn -- a preload of about 12
lb-ft. It is nearly impossible to judge the resistance to turn because as soon as you begin to
rotate the pinion, the crown wheel begins to turn, too. But, this is the only easy way to do this.
Place a socket on the pinion nut and some type of long bar, bolted to the diff flange. Let this
long bar carry through and come to rest on the bottom of the battery box. Take your time!
Instructions for replacing the washers behind the diff and pinion wheels is in my techbook and
on the webpage I believe. If tightening the pinion nut does not change the whine, then suffer it
until you find another diff! Dear John: I have just found you and your web site, It is great! I need
information on resealing my pinion gear. My shop in Tacoma, Wa. Do you have a tech article on
this or any thing in your book.. How can I get a copy of the book? If there is a charge for the
information I will call with a credit card.. The car is a 77 B thanks David Hardy. You have two
problems: a leaky pinion oil seal and too much slop in the "spider gears" in the differential
carrier housing. These can be corrected at the same time, but the first is far more serious -- you
could run the diff out of oil -- a fatal error. The second is common to the Salisbury diffs and the
repair is detailed in my tech book which is on the way to you. Then tap off the flange, pry the
seal loose, fit a new seal, polish the surface of the flange on which the seal rides, and
reassemble. The proper preload resistance to turn of the pinion is about 12 lb-in. You must
make a tool for holding the pinion stationary. A two foot flat steel bar is best -- drilled to accept
two pinion flange bolts, yet allow your socket to fit over the pinion nut. Rotate this tool and
allow it to bottom out on the bottom of the battery box. Use your breaker bar to rotate the pinion
nut. The nut will turn freely well, sort of, until the flange returns to its original position, then the
torque rises dramatically. We do this job a lot without a problem -- your shop is simply not used
to, or comfortable with, or unskilled in this repair. Changing the diff is a MUCH larger problem!
Hope this helps. I found this once but I can't find it again Do you have this info? The original
spline diameter on the hubs is 2. The hub you can measure. The inside of the wheel hub you
cannot measure well, I can't. So, I use my finger to judge the "step" between the worn and
unworn splines. If barely a step is felt, well then, it's pretty good. If a definite step is felt, well -it's wheel time. New wheels on new hubs should not have any rotational freeplay. Hope this
helps! Hello John! Trust all is well on your end. Any ideas on what would cause a '72 Midget to
break an axle every couple years? Always driver's side. Car not autocrossed, etc. One theory
holds that if the axle housing is even a bit out of line it will stress the axle. Appreciate any
thoughts. Bob sherman. Some thoughts here about that frequent failure of the half shaft. If the
housing is bent, it WILL snap the shafts, no question! I do not know how to discern a bent
housing from a good one. If the hub is bent from installation of a bearing with a press , that
might cause a problem. But the most frequent cause I know is the failure of the washers under
the differential and pinion wheels. I would remove the "pig" and remove the crown wheel carrier,
then drive out the retaining pin and change the washers, if not the differential wheels
themselves! I hope the following appears on your screen AND is helpful! This clunk is evident
when starting up, reversing, or changing gears. It sounds the same as a faulty U-joint without
the ringing. The clunk occurs from too much free play in the differential pinions and wheels, or
spider gears, which allow the axles to turn at different speeds cornering. This type of clunk is
particular to the Tubed-type axle, as the banjo differentials often travel , miles without
developing excessive free play. To test for free play, jack up the rear end of the MGB and
support it at the front of the leaf springs with stands. Have an associate depress the brake
pedal, freezing movement of the rear drums and wheels. With the gearbox in neutral, grasp the
drive shaft and rotate it through its free play. Repair is straightforward, requiring the removal of
only one half shaft. The rear plate is removed, two pins driven out, and the gears literally fall out
of the carrier. The washers behind the gears are renewed. It requires several hours for the home
mechanic. Keep the car in gear and the right rear wheel on the ground. Remove the left rear
wheel, remove the split pin, have an associate depress the brakes o keep the hub from turning,

and bread the nut loose. Do not remove the nut yet. Drive the socket onto the nut, over the split
pin. Remove the socket to allow the shorn split pin ends to fall away. Place jack stands at the
front of the rear leaf springs, chock the front wheels and drop the jack away. The rear axle will
fall to its lowest limit. Rock the MG to ensure it is steady. If the petrol tank leaks from the top, it
will be necessary to drain the tank, or preferably, reassemble and drive the car until the tank is
low on fuel. Leaking gasolene must be avoided. Drain the oil into a pan and properly discard it
later. Disconnect handbrake cotter pin by removing the split pin, then turning out with vise
grips. A hammer or heat is sometimes necessary to free a stubborn pin. Do not round out the
phillips screws!! If they will not come free, strike the screwdriver even harder!! The drum
sometimes needs prying or rapping to free it. It should pop free. Rarely is a hub puller needed.
Either 1 Remove the straps holding the brake line to the rear axle casing so that the plate can be
pulled outwards over the end of the half shaft; or 2 remove the brake line fitting from the wheel
cylinder. Removing the line is more complicated, necessitating bleeding, at least. Sometimes
the brake line twists and fatigues or breaks. If the backing plate is separated from the brake line,
keep the brake pedal depressed with a stick so that the master cylinder reservoir does not
empty. Then, rap the back side of the hub with a hammer to drive the half shaft and bearing
from its housing. Turn the hub continuously while rapping! Be careful not to twist off the brake
line held at the top of the unit. Plate the handbrake cable over the top of the diff, or wire it away
so it does not interfere with the internal work. Do not drive the pin too far forwards or it will be
impossible to turn the carrier! The pinion pin is hardened and the vise-grips should not damage
the surface. Often, the differential wheel washers have disappeared altogether. This is
necessary as the ends are slightly crimped from cutting. If a bench vise is not available, hold
the pin vertically in vise grips and frill downwards onto a block of wood. A hand held propane
torch will warm the plate sufficiently to allow the gasket to easily peel away. Use a liberal
amount of grease on the inside of the housing and the outside of the seal to facilitate
installation. Tap the new seal into place using a wide faced hammer, or using a block of wood to
keep the seal parallel with the housing base. Use the large punch. This extra thickness
dramatically increases the shear strength of the roll pin and prevents the pinion pin from
rotating and breaking loose. Position the castle hub nut on the half shaft so the hammer
damages neither the shaft nor the nut. Reconnect the brake lines and refit the brake line straps.
Fill only until the oil is felt on the finger. The MGB should be level when filling, so leave the filler
plug out until the car again sits on the lever. Refit the left wheel and drop the MGB to the
ground. Allow the excess oil to drain from the filler hole. It is better to be a bit too low than a bit
too high when refilling the differential. Remove the disc wheel or wire wheel spinner or nut, and
tighten the hub nut TIGHT so that the split pin holes align with the castle nut. Fit and splay the
split pin. Fit the differential filler plug. Refit the left rear wheel and set again on the ground. John
It is possible to change the rear wheel bearings on a GT semi-floating axle myself? A couple of
garage's I have spoken to say the bearings must be pressed back in with specialist equipment.
Is this true? Any advise you can give would be greatly appreciated. Yours Faithfully Craig
Broadhurst. First, it would be most unusual to have a problem with the rear wheel bearings. I
cannot remember the last time we changed one! You only need a shop arbor press -- not an
exotic piece of equipment, really. Pulling the half shafts from the rear axle will be as difficult as
finding the shop to press the old ones off and the new ones on. Try this: Remove the drum, hub,
and backing plate. Use a slide hammer with a three finger gear puller attachment, fitting the
fingers around the back side of that conical washer. Hope this offers some direction! John H
Twist. John, Thank you for your service. This is a mess, and I hope you can help. I'm working on
a AH Sprite with a broken axle shaft. The problem is, I cannot get the shaft out. After that, all I
seem to do is scoot the car across the floor. I thought about using some sort of dowel to shove
through the other side, but the pin for the diff planet gears is in the way. As you already know,
this car has a banjo type axle. There is no way to access the diff without removing it, and I don't
see any way of removing the diff without pulling out the axle shaft! Can you help? Anxiously
awaiting your reply, Chad Stretz. By now you've been successful, no doubt -- and I'm certain
that you found that you simply had to hold the car down and use a LARGER slide hammer. The
half shaft twisted off at the differential wheel, most likely, and the break caused the OD of the
shaft to interfere with the crown wheel carrier. If you used a "new and improved" method to
remove this, please let me know! Hi John - Not sure if you're using this email for technical
assistance questions but thought I'd ask. You've been very helpful in the past and I appreciate
it. I own an early MGB chassis with the banjo style rear end. Unfortunately, the rear axle oil level
ran low due to leaking seals at the wheels and the outer wheel bearings got hot. I mean very hot
- smoke was flowing out of the left hand wheel well. Preceding this, that outer bearing had
begun clicking. Out with my wife on a Sunday drive, thought the clicking was a pebble in the tire
tread at first. Didn't want to call a tow truck with my wife along and thought I could limp it home.

Mistake and expensive miles. Should have known better. Anyway, locally someone
knowledgeable about the early style of MGB rear end said if it got that hot, not only are the
bearings ruined but the bearing housings in the axle casting are probably distorted and I'm
better off just finding a good used entire rear axle assembly and substituting this one for my
old. He also suggested that I'd have an easier time finding a later style tube type rear end and
better chances that it would be in good shape since it would be newer and the design was much
stronger. My car has disc wheels by the way, and I want to keep it this way. I haven't taken my
old rear end apart yet but fear the worse. Having done a rear axle swop on a GT years ago, I
know that it's not too much work. Probably easier than tearing my old rear axle assembly apart,
sourcing seals, bearings etc, and reassembling. Perhaps still to have problems. Anyway, my
questions are these: 1 Do you agree that it's probable that my car's rear axle tube assemblies
are ruined by the overheating? If you recommend that I tear it down to see, what do I look for in
those bearing housings. Also, I only have a three eared gear puller style puller, can I pull the
wheel hub off with this or need a more specialized tool? I seem to recall hearing that the drive
shafts are different but I'm not certain, and that maybe there's a clearance problem with the
original style gas tank on my car. Can this substitution work? That's all I can think of but I do
have a known good wire wheel rear end in my garage from a GT. Can't use it since I don't want
wires and it may not fit anyway. But it gives me a test bench to try hand or machine tool
measurements that you'd suggest before I go looking at used parts. Thanks for your advice and
help with this complex set of questions. Chas Wasser. I would hunt for a the proper banjo style
rear end. Plus, the GT diffs pick up a clunk after a while, and the banjo style diffs never seem to
clunk. Before I went through all this, I'd pull the half shafts and then pull the "pig" for a good
inspection. If the pig is burned up, simply find another. If the wheel hub bearings are burned up,
buy new ones. If the differential housing is faulty -- because one of the hub bearings spun on it
-- well then, you WILL have to find another diff. Let me know -- I do have a complete WW banjo
diff that is looking for a new home -- but it's folly to make any plans until you've made a full
inspection of the unit you have! Hope this little bit helps. Sorry for the delay! John I have a MGB
with the rear end clunk. I was told you did an article on the problem. I can't find anything of
yours on mightywords. Is there another place I can look? Thanks Mike. John, I have a MGB 4
cyl. I have noticed a grinding sound coming from the back. However, I only hear it when the top
is up. It starts in 3rd gear. If I press in the clutch, the noise remains. I jacked the back off the
ground and ran the car in 3rd, the noise was there, but I could not identify exactly where it was
coming from. How hard is it to rebuild? Thanks in advance Larry Montreal Quebec Canada. This
is a tardy response to your rear axle problem. Several things: First: drain the old oil and try new
oil. Second: Grasp the pinion and try to shake it up and down -- there should be NO freeplay in
this shaft!!! If there is, you'll have to change the front bearing. Third: You can remove the back
cover of the diff and make a visual inspection of the gears -- but without the experience of
having seen hundreds, you'll only note a problem if it's REALLY bad. Fourth: The rear wheel
bearings rarely fail -- leave the car in neutral and spin one wheel, then the other. Even then,
hearing a problem like this may be difficult. The only difficulties are withdrawing the half shafts
you need a "slide hammer" and setting the pinion back up with the correct preload -- you need a
inch-pound torque wrench which will indicate 12 lb-in. I've attached an article about the
differentials -- this is NOT your problem, but indicative of the degree of difficulty you'll
encounter if you disassemble the whole unit. Get back in touch if you need more info -- I'm
getting more caught up with my emails. Happy New Year! John, I have a clunk in what sounds
like the driver side rear end of my MGB. It occurs when going over even very slight bumps and
seems to have nothing to do with accelerating or slowing. I've checked everything for tightness
and find nothing loose shocks or springs or visibly damaged. The shocks are the original but
have no signs of leakage and are full of fluid. I'm left to assume it must be the shocks based on
browsing the web and newsgroup postings and am prepared to either purchase new or
refurbished shocks. First, do you agree with my plan of action? Should I go with new or
refurbished shocks? What are the pro's and con's of a conversion to tube shocks? I'm intrigued
by the handling performance enhancement reported for tube shocks but since I'm not a very
aggressive driver it might be more logical to stick with the stock shocks and maybe upgrade to
the heavier fluid as you recommend on your web site. I gather if I go with a rebuilt original
shock it's important to have a reliable rebuild company and consequently I would appreciate
your recommendation or better yet maybe learn that I can purchase them through University
Motors. I think I owe you one from when I previously took your advise on purchasing an ANSI
exhaust system but overlooked the fact that I could have actually purchased the system from
you. Thanks in advance for your assistance again! The shock is most likely NOT the problem.
You should first tighten the shock to the frame as they do come loose rarely. Secondly, with the
rear end of the car up off the ground supported on jack stands under the rear axle not the frame

or springs , grasp the shock link and violently shake it. My guess is that the shock link is faulty
-- egged out at the bottom -- that's pretty common. To change it, remove the shock from the
frame, remove the plate from the bottom of the leaf spring; remove the nuts, and strike the
threaded stud with a BIG hammer and "pop," the shock link will separated from the damper arm
and from the rear spring plate. Dear John Twist, I located your email from your web-site. I have
removed the wheels and hubs that hold them to the axle and then looking at the MGB workshop
manual noticed a difference in the diagrams showing two axles, one for disc wheels and the
other for wire wheels. Is it necessary to replace the axle shafts as well? From what I can see on
the outside of the axle shafts all dimensions and components look identical, is there some
internal difference? I would appreciate your assistance or direct me to a response you have
already made so as not to have to repeat yourself. Thanks again. Eric Connell Eric! Your
exchange would be relatively simple if your associate had a pre 77 MGB. As it is, the exchange
may be difficult. The front hubs swap back and forth -- no problem. Just make certain you have
enough shims to set up the end float; and DO NOT get the hubs switched left to right. This
would not be a problem, but in the factory added a rear anti- sway bar. To make this exchange in
my shop, I would cut the ears for the sway bar from the rear axle and fit the works to your car,
no problem. Then, I would fit your rear axle to his car, mount the sway bar, load the rear axle to
it is "just" beginning to lift the car, and weld those ears onto your old diff. Let me know if you
want more information! John Thank you very much John, I appreciate your advice. I think it is in
September? John John, Good call. I've replaced the links and all the clunks are gone. The one
that was obviously bad was on the opposite side I thought the noise was coming from. It had
worn an oblong hole in the upper connector and was quite loose. I also replaced the rebound
straps while I was at it- they were the originals and were cracked in multiple places with very
little elasticity. I don't drive the car that much but what a joy to drive now without all the rear end
noise. I truly thank you for your assistance. Hi John, Anyway, a fellow has offered me a 4. Would
this fit the ZB Magnette? As easy as the early MGB 3. Do I need the half shafts? Does the spline
coarseness or fineness differ between these gear sets? If it will work, is it just an exchange or is
there more to it? Finally what would be the approximate roadspeed in mph per rpm? Thanks for
your time, John. There are three different sets of differential wheels you can fit into these diffs:
10 spline; 25 spline; and 26 spline. You can always take the wheels from YOUR diff and insert
them into the 4. What is the recommended torque tightness on the Midget rear axle bolts.. I can't
seem to get mine to stay tightened. Even tried using "airplane" bolts the ones with the plastic
locking inserts but this is no good either. This seems to have squashed the new rubber pads
nicely but will it be enough? Don't want to bend the mounting brackets which it seems I can
easily do if go too tight. Any thoughts or recommendations??? Thanks G. We don't put a torque
on them as much as we watch what's happening with the U bolts, the rubber mounts, and the
plates. I like to tighten them until I "just" begin to see the plates begin to distort. You can always
double nut them to keep them from backing off. Is your problem that the nuts loosen - really? I
would like to know what is the ID of the ring and what is the OD where it fits to the flywheel? In
other words what is the interference fit? The reason I ask is because I think the old ring gear
was slipping because there is a ridge that the old ring gear had to get over in order to get it off. I
can't imagine that ridge should be there. It would seem to me the two dimensions should be in a
manual since you should check them before installing a new ring gear. None of my 4 manuals
have anything. Further, I am not certain if I have ever had to change a ring gear on a MGB since
the starter motor is pre-engaged and doesn't damage the teeth on the gear during operation.
Yet, from the description of your flywheel, it certainly seems that the gear may have been
slipping. I do believe that a less expensive route would be to find a used flywheel with a good
ring gear , and substitute it for yours. To answer your question, I do not have those
measurements. This axle came to me in pieces missing all the bearings. Two questions: I have
an old shop manual that calls out special tool "pinion setting tool 18G What are the dimensions
of this gauge? Might you have generic numbers for the bearings in this diff? Alan, The critical
measurement here is the distance from the center of the carrier bearings to the head of the
pinion. If that's off by 0. However, I do not know that measurement. If you want to call at the
shop, today, I can give you the Timken numbers for the two pinion bearings and the carrier
bearing times two , but I don't have those numbers here at the house. I am not certain where
you can find that pinion depth number. Barney Gaylord has a large site at I've been bothered
that I do not know this number. I know I can get it from experimentation, but someone out there
must have it already. Hello John, I need to replace my pinion oil seal on my tube axle. I am
concerned about having to use special tools as per workshop manual. I do have standard
torque wrenches. Do you recommend this operation? If not, I am not sure who could do this
here in the Milwaukee area. Thanks for you advise. Henri, This is a difficult task to do at home
as you need a "special tool" and the drive flange can be very difficult to remove. Basically,

you're going to remove the front flange of the differential, pry out the seal, fit a new seal, and
refit the flange. The flange is sometimes stuck, stuck fast -- so you need to tap it forward with
your hammer, turning it slightly between each tap so nothing is bent or stressed. When the
flange comes off, you will want to polish the contact surface with some fine grit paper or so. The
old seal comes out with a pry bar or with a long, heavy screwdriver. The new one is inserted and
tapped into place with a hammer -- carefully! Now comes the part that needs finesse. Reinstall
the flange, fit the nut, then begin to tighten the nut, constantly feeling the restriction to
movement of the front flange. You are searching for a pre-load, or resistance to turn, of about
one foot pound. The "feel" is a very slight tightening. Further, you should not use an air impact
to turn the nut as there is little control. But, you have to keep the flange from turning, so you'll
have to make up a tool that you can bolt to the front flange. You could bolt this tool to the front
flange, but then you wouldn't be able to feel the preload. Tighten, feel; tighten, feel; tighten,feel.
Eventually you'll begin to draw the two taper bearings close together and achieve this very
slight resistance to turn. I'd be pleased to review this with you on the phone. Of course, it would
make a good addition to our YouTube videos. BTW, don't forget to refill the diff with oil! I need
to replace my pinion oil seal on my tube axle. This is a difficult task to do at home as you need a
"special tool" and the drive flange can be very difficult to remove. You have seen my restoration
photographs and are aware of my efforts to accurately build an historic SCCA rally car on an as
original platform. Within this thread we are examining two points of originality whether the bolts
and seals of the front inner fender flitch were painted; but also of the rugated paint found in that
area; on the underside of the monocoque; and along the bottom of the cockpit; floor pans; and
transmission tunnel. This was not a rustproofing to our knowledge but Lloyd Faust has
suggested it to be soundproofing which is quite plausable since it is found in sound transmittal
areas within the car's interior. The paint does contain upon examination a tar like substance
within the raised areas. John- What do you know about the inner fender panel- was it painted at
Pressed Steel then added to the car in Abingdon? This would account for the unpainted bolts
and rubber seal. As far as the sound deadening paint- examples suggest application as early as
throughout the production range. Lloyd Faust provided a example. What are your observations
here? Our efforts are aimed at perhaps establishing a restoration manual for the MGB
encompassing the years of production and as many aspects as we can. Would you be willing to
become a reference for this effort? It would require email correspondence periodically as
different aspects of the production are confirmed and documented. Thank you for your time and
consideration in this matter. God Bless! Tony Brown RN mgbbrown. Tony, The cars were
delivered to Abingdon painted with the hood fitted. My best guess here is that the splash panels
were fitted after the fenders were fitted, hence the unpainted bolts and Phillips screw at the
bottom. But the goop on the bottom? I would guess it to be rust preventative as the sound
deadening was handled on top. But again, this is only my best guess. Tony, you know that I
have an extensive library of factory publications, and most but not all of the confidential service
memoranda sent to the dealers by the manufacturer BMC, BL, JRT. So, yes, I would be pleased
to be included in this effort. Do not forget the incredible knowledge within the British Motor
Trade Association britcar. I noticed you still have Caroline listed in the address. This past
Saturday was the third anniversary of her death. Thanks for all your work to ensure that our
cars are original! I purchased the car many years ago because it is virtually rust free and I have
never liked the colour. I have the engine out to rebuild and am considering painting the engine
bay with a new colour so that when and if! I repaint the car, that work will be already done.
Peter, Some guys like redheads. Some guys like blondes. Citron is one of those rare earth
colors like mirage, aqua, limeflower, or tundra. In the day it was called snot yellow 'cause it's
not green and it's not yellow but with all these years passed, it is rarely seen and fascinating. I
can tell you that changing the color the car is a very difficult job to do correctly. The trunk must
be changed and the interior has to be removed to cut in around all the door jambs etc. I'm "Mr
Original. The factory code is BLVC You were referred to me as someone whom could possibly
help with a paint code question. I've gotten paint code charts on the internet for DuPont that's
the paint my body shop uses. According to the chart Tartan Red is Dupont I went to the Dupont
automotive paint distributor yesterday to get a "sampling" of the paint and they said that did not
come up in the computer. Their Tartan Red for British Leyland was I am confused. I want to
paint the car the right color but I am not sure of the info I have. Can you direct me? Thanks for
your help, Gaye Hanley. It would appear that there is a typo in the information that you have. I
would trust that the paint supplier will provide the correct color. The vagaries of on-site mixing,
even with "computer controlled mixing" will result in different colors, let alone the temperature
of the spray booth, humidity, etc. Hope everything works out well for you! Any idea how to get
the hood open? Thank You Clarke. Good luck! While you are having some difficulty with this,
imagine the problem of a TR6 owner whose cable has broken. His problem is truly horrid as the

bonnet opens from the back and the cable and latch are totally hidden from view! John, Thanks
for answering my Questions about restoring my existing Wire Wheels. I have a few more
questions and would greatly appreciate your response. Who do you recommend purchasing
after market bumpers from. Scarborough Faire, Moss or Victoria British? I have been told
Scarborough Faire has the most original looking bumpers on the market. Moss told me they just
re-tooled their bumpers for a better fit. Do you have a preference for fit and finish? Who do you
recommend purchasing the front grille from? Moss or Victoria British. Of the three parts
suppliers do you have a preference on all the chrome pieces. Vents, badges.. I called British
Wire Wheel and they told me about tubeless sealing on certain wire wheels. Do you recommend
tubeless sealing or sticking with tubes? Can you give me a recommendation on tires. Thank you
Cliff. I do have over messages in my in box, if you can believe that! We do most of our
purchasing from Moss and our generally satisfied with their parts, but the chrome parts from
any source are problemsome. Buy the repro overriders if the costs of re-chroming are
exorbitant. The same goes for the grille -- especially the grille!! The new grilles are not formed
properly so the body MUST be fitted to the grille, not the other way around. The smaller parts
are more easily purchased new rather than chromed, but the original parts are ALWAYS of
better quality. The windscreen frame must be rechromed, as new parts are not available. I prefer
the Michelin XZX, but those are not easily available. Hello John, I really enjoy your MG web
pages. I have a technical question. The trunck lock on my 74 MGB roadster is broken. The
botton pushes in but there is no spring back and the latch doesn't relaease. Thanks in advance,
Kevin Gervais. You may find the first option, as disgusting as it seems, to be the easier. Just
DRILL out the center of the pushbutton -- then by wrenching the guts of the pushbutton
completely out, you can gain access to the lever in the latch. The second operation requires a
lot of finesse. One upright is about four inches, the other upright about three feet. The base of
the "U" is the distance between the left reverse light and the latch. Remove the left reverse light,
and work this tool into place. Fiddle for two minutes or four hours, trying to press the latch lever
rearwards. It's helpful to have another MGB around the continue to look at and practice on
another MGB whose trunk opens normally, of course. Our most difficult opening job was Rita's
MGB -- she had no less than 20 pairs of shoes in the trunk! John - I am seeking some advice
regarding sheet-metal fabrication to replace some rusted panels on my YT. I have purchased
new sills from NTG in England, but the resemblance between those and the originals is not
totally clear to me. At best, they don't quite replace all the material that needs repair. While I've
done a fair amount of welding on the B having recently reconstructed a badly rusted '65
pull-handle shell the YT is a whole new kettle of fish. I am committed to doing this work myself,
even if it means learning how to fabricate compound curves. So far it appears the problems are
in the sill areas and below the spare wheel opening - the wings and running boards appear to be
in excellent condition - although I've only removed those on the left side. Time is not a factor
and I am only interested in learning to do it correctly. Two questions: 1. Do you know of a newer
address for Jerry Keller? Do you have some other advice or suggestions? I can do this on my
own - and if necessary, I can figure out how to do it without advice, but it seems a shame to
re-invent the wheel. If somebody out there has the experience and advice, I'd be happy to pay
for it. It's a case of "Give a man a fish and he eats for a day, teach him how to fish and he eats
for a lifetime. In all cases, I have asked for the same advice. I have also asked for advice on the
MG list mgs autox. It seems nobody has had this experience. You've always been so helpful many thanks for any advice you can give me. Allen Bachelder. We just happen to have a YT in
the shop right now. If you want some digital pix, I can send them. Good luck, Allen! I am
searching for a radiator grill shell for a MGTD. Do you have one or know of someone who may?
Thank you, Hubert Talley. Also, visit John, Thanks again to you and your staff for the technical
seminar. What more could you ask for in February! I talked to Lisa about what I had found in the
area of painting systems and she suggested I cover you with the specifics for you files That got
me looking around since my B was previously painted New Racing Green and I wanted to repeat
the color. I found ICI--can't remember if it's Imperial Chemical Industries or Imperial Coating
Industries, but was told that they are a British firm and that they were the paint supplier to MG
as well as most other British automotive manufactures. They had what I was looking for and
told me they could provide virtually any color used by MG. The closest distributor to me and
probably you also is an outfit called Single Source in Troy, Michigan. Their technical man is
named Brian and he can be reached at Don't know if this is new to you but thought you'd want
to know if it is. Ted Barron. I am having a tough time finding a spot welder to economically rent
or purchase. Thanks John Bries P. Your website is great! Grind off the excess. Now the weld is
just as a pot weld, very strong, and the draught excluder will fit. Contact him for the good stuff.
No one else's really fits well. There is always something more to do. Do you restore wiper
motors for this vintage car? John Schmale Mahomet, Illinois. I have been successful in

rebuilding the wiper motors. I have yet to wind an armature, but that will probably occur this
winter, as I have several which need that degree of repair. Send yours up and I'll take a look at
it. Hello, John. Thank you in advance for taking the time to respond to my inquiry. I am at the
end stage of the restoration of a MGB roadster. I have located, restored, and painted an original
Works fiberglass hardtop as a part of this restoration. I have searched far and wide for a source
for the following seals for the hardtop: i the rubber header rail seal; ii the rubber seal between
the hardtop and the rear deck of the car; and iii the seals between the hardtop and the windows
of the car. Everyone seems to have the header rail. No one seems to have the other two. Any
ideas or suggestions? Perhaps you have one for sale? Any advice would be greatly
appreciated. Greg Chait Atlanta, Georgia. They advertise heavily in the British Magazines, and
I've found that they have many, many items not available here. Perhaps they have a website?
Don't know. Find them through Rick Gregg. My experience with MGA and T type floorboards is
that they are marine plywood with either five or seven plies. It's been a long time since I've tried
to cut any -- I buy them from Moss, now, as the new ones come sized correctly, they look nice,
and they're chamfered and routed where they should be. I have no idea what wait I'm looking at
lifting and supporting. Can you give me a ballpark estimate of the weight? I will need the body
to be supported by saw horses that will allow the chassis to move out from under the supported
body and back again for storage. What height clearence do I need for the saw horses? Your
help will be appreciated. Thanks Marty Schlining. While we have four MGAs at the shop in
various stages of disassembly, including one coup? Let me "guess" at the clearance you'll need
-- three feet on the underside of the saw horses. We support MGA bodies all the time with saw
horses, so there's no problem here. You'll need six healthy, virile men to left the body off the
chassis -- all wearing gloves to protect their hands from the sharp edges. Marty, this is the best
advice I can give you on this MGA. One part at a time. I've been at this for thirty years; I've seen
a lot of home restorations started and many fewer completed. Time is the most precious
commodity -- don't waste it trying to remember where things go. Rebuild one part at a time.
Need complete chassis measurement specs for CarBench chassis straightening mahine. Car's
chassis number is GHD G. I do have a set of measurements for the MGB, but cannot send them
easily on this machine don't know how , but would be willing to fax them to you. However, I
have technical seminars starting next week Wednesday and those last for three weeks -- it's
combat time for me and I won't have an extra minute. But, if you send the number, I'll try to get it
out to you on Monday. Can you tell me the correct color of green for a mgb. I am going to paint
it usun enamel. I believe your car is Mallard Green, which has some blue in it. This was the
official green for Dear Mr Snake Even though your car was "totally" painted, there are sections,
notably under the dash, that were not covered with the BRG. You have limited choices here. The
first is less expensive: find a paint shop that will go the distance for you in finding the correct
code. I know that PPG, the parent of Ditzler, has a color library in Detroit or Cleveland, and they
will give you an "eye match" from your old color to a modern mix. I expect other manufacturers
can provide the same service. The second is to have someone outside California get the color
mixed, spray it onto a panel, and send that panel to you. Then your paint shop can match a
modern mix to the older lacquer color. Let me know. Your unsigned letter using no capitals was
difficult to read. John: As much as I would like to load my '72 MGB on a flatbed and have it
driven to Grand Rapids to have the true experts perform some much needed body work, at the
present time, my wife simply will not allow it. I am wondering if you have any knowledge of a
reputable body shop in central Illinois or the St. Louis, Missouri area which has experience and
a good reputation for restoration work on MGs. Thanks in advance for any assistance you can
offer. Brett K. Contact John Mangles who operates a body shop in the greater St Louis area.
He's known throughout the MG clubs there. John, I'm looking for a Sebring Lightweight body
kit. I know that I have seen them in magazine articles. I have a '68 B-GT that would be perfect for
this. Can you help me locate one of these kits? Thanks in advance for the help, Mark L. I am
sorry to be of no help whatsoever. Hi John: I have another very basic TD questions? I have
looked through my meager collection of books on T Series MGs and cannot find a photo
showing three blades. But the claim seems to have some merit. The arm that extends from the
motor to the connecting bar, that sweeps the left and right wiper blades, has a holder that is
similar to the left and right arms and seems might accommodate a center blade. Is there
suppose to be a center blade? I would like my car to be as original as possible. Stu Keen. The
British owner of your local classic English shop is mistaken. The centre placed wiper motor still
carried two wipers, just as the RH placed motor. However, it is possible, and some prefer, to fit
three blades on the two speed motor too slow, or too fast! I need three captive nuts for the
safety catch on an aluminum MGB hood. The nuts insert into the receptacles on the hood and
are twisted 90 degrees to be retained for mounting the safety catch. Please advise if you can
supply them or know of anyone who can. Thank you, R. Mr Watson! I would try to find a shop

who can fit "Riv-nuts". We use these to repair the fixing points on the body which accept the
fixing bolts for the top bows on the MGA and MGB. Call around to some body shops. John, I am
doing some minor home restoration of my "67 B-GT. I am repainting the "trunk" space under the
rear deck. Was the factory color the yellow paint that I am seeing? My memory of the color has
faded. I've seen this colour only several times. It's very rare! I am certain that the factory did not
paint a bright yellow in the spare tire area! The bodies were primed and painted at Pressed Steel
and delivered to Abingdon with doors, boot, bonnet, and the tops fitted. The only place I know
to find the "School Bus Yellow" yellow, is on the fan and pulley. Wish I could offer you more! I
am doing my best at catching up with a LOT!! The original fender welting on the MGA has a "T"
cross section. I like the Volkswagen black T fender welting myself -- I believe it looks better in
almost all color combinations than the original gray stuff. Any other colors? Well, try a VW
supplier. Of course, you can always have fender welting made, but then it is a rolled type folding
material over a piece of small diameter hose or plastic filament. If you've already found
something, let me know what do happened upon so the next time someone asks it won't take so
long to answer! I plan on hoisting off, lifting at four points, but the box beams under the doors
are seriously rusted out and I don't trust them for strength and don't want the body to clamshell
on me. I will brace across the doorways at top solidly. Door posts are in very good shape. Any
thoughts about this? Remove the front and rear cockpit surround. Cut two pieces of electrical
conduit or water pipe, just long enough to fit across the cockpit, front to rear. Run the threaded
rod from the back, through the pipe, and secure it on both ends with nuts under the dash and
under the rear "shelf". Use washers to achieve a good fit so you don't pull the cowl or rear! Now
the car is really stiff and you can lift it away without damaging the sills any further. Achieving a
good fit on the MGA body is a quest rarely completed. Remember, the doors do not lie! All
fitting comes from the doors and the front door posts. Weld in the repair sections for the post,
the inner sill, the outer sill -- as much as possible BEFORE removing the body from the frame.
After the body is off, complete the welding on the inside. Twist Does the fact that your company
has achieved British Motor Heritage Approval mean that Heritage body shells are available thru
your company? They are now one of two approved workshops in the United States and one of
about a half dozen who are authorised to display the MG logo in North America. There are two
types of Heritage Approved Specialists -- one type me can use the logos; the other type Moss,
Victoria, Roadster Factory can purchase Heritage and Rover parts at a great discount. We are a
service shop and have no mail order parts -- we do sell parts from the front counter. You know
that a body shell rebuild requires a fantastic amount of work! Good Luck! Hi: I am going to put a
new top on my MGB this coming week end and in the instructions it says to glue the top to the
front bow. Could you tell me what type of glue to use? Thank you. Dennis Vallier. We use two
types of glue in the shop: and , both made by 3M. The is the better glue, as if, by some reason,
you make an error, you can peel the top away from the top bow. Use the BTW, be certain to
shake out all the old rivets from the hole on the left right? Hey John: Thank you for the fast
reply and for the tip about the rivets. I'll be sure to get the glue because I'm not that good at
getting it right the first time. I just put in a new windshield 5 tries but I did get finally. Thanks
again! Well, we live on Buttrick, just three houses north of 28th Street. Not the 28th you know
and love, but the rural one with houses and barns. Our kids go to Thornapple Elementary. The
shop is on Fulton, just a mile west of Amway. Stop by if you come back up this way! I can't
decide on what color the car should be , but I want it to be an original. I was just wondering if
there are any other original colors that I can look into before I make a decision. Please write me
back soon to let me know. You've got the colors down, alright. That Carmine Red is a slight
derivation from Damask Red, a maroon, used from ! If you want a good looking engine
compartment, my personal favorite is Inca -- it makes the underside and underbonnet areas
"electric. Russet Brown is, well, an "earth" color. Leyland White is as brilliant as a refrigerator! I
tell people who are considering a color change to go out to a car lot -- drive around, look at the
cars, and choose a modern, color. After all, it's YOUR car -- you can paint it what you want -purple with pink pokadots if that's your fantasy. If you do not completely strip and repaint the
underbonnet area, then the car will always look AWFUL when the bonnet is up! If you need
assistance with color codes, etc, write back. Here goes: I couldn't easily print the list here, so
I've sent it as an attachment in Microsoft Word. I hope you can receive and read that format!
Moss Motors has an excellent supply of the parts you'll need. My preference is to use a BRG but
I want to be historically accurate. This car is not intended to be a concours car but rather a
regular driver. Any recommendations? A couple of notes about the colours: British Racing
Green is like the word "tree. So it is with British Racing Green. My wife's research shows a
BLVC 22 code. That New Racing Green is very dark and very nice, but it's not correct. It's your
car! Paint it the colour you want. Mallard has a lot of blue in it -- it's a very nice colour! Twist, I
would like to install a canvas top on my MBG. I notice in the Moss catalog the they are available

for - only. What would I have to do to install one on my car? What do you think of the canvas
tops? I appreciate your help. Sincerely, Wilburt Easom. My computer was down for a while, and
I got sooooo far behind. Perhaps this will help at this late date. There are three types of soft top
frames -- all of which will fit all MGBs from There is the stow-away variety which separates in
the middle, stows in the boot, and allows for a great amount of room in the cockpit. There is the
scissors or knee action, designed by a sadist, which was fitted from about - Then, there is the
wonderful Michelotti incorrectly, but commonly pronounced Mich a lotty -- instead of the correct
Italian Mick a lotty which will accept the zip out top. I prefer the vinyl tops, but those fabric tops
certainly look nice! Hi, I have a 77 MGB tourer, and was wondering if you knew where to ge the
suspension conversion kit to take my 77 rubber bumper and convert it to a chrome bumper MG,
I can't find anywhere that has it. Mike Smith. You wrote last April so you've probably already
received answers and have decided on a course of action. My advice, at long last, is to leave the
rubber bumpers on your car. If you want a chrome bumpered car, buy one -- don't try to make
one! I did change a rubber bumpered car to a chrome bumpered one -- once. I wouldn't do it
again! Hi John, I hope you have had a nice holiday season and the very best to you for the New
Year. Do you know of a source where I can buy the rubber to replace around my side curtains of
my MGA? Thanks, Stan. You have asked the "eternal" question. That is, I've had this question
for twenty years and still don't have a pat answer. There are several rubber extrusion firms
which make a host of differently sized and shaped cross sections. This week I'm on vacation in
North Carolina. John, Do you have any idea where I could possibly get a "life size" template for
cutting carpet to fit a MGB. I have a body that has no carpet currently in it. So removing the old
carpet and using it as a template is not an option. The special order dealers I have checked to
order custom made carpets are definitely out of my financial league. I can get the carpeting
material locally. However, I would have to attempt to cut via hit and miss. I have seen. Any
ideas?????? This is my suggestion. Use very thick paper, or better, cardboard, and make
templates. You don't need one big chunk of cardboard -- just keep taping one piece to another.
Then you'll have a suitable template from which you can cut your carpet. The hot setup would
be to trim the carpeting so it "fits like a glove" and then have the edges bound. Automotive
upholstery shops are often surprisingly inexpensive for such work. We make templates from
cardboard for wood floor boards for the MGBs, so this is a "proven" method! John John:
Woohoo got it!!! I am cooking with bacon grease now You are a scholar and a gentleman I don't
plan to install the carpet until this spring, but getting them at least cut and fitted is a worthwhile
winter project. By the way The sills on both sides are shot, those support bars that hold the
battery boxes in place I looked underneath the car and saw that a few bars have completely
rusted through are pitiful if not altogether gone and the floor boards are like Chinese rice paper.
The instrument fascia is bent in places and I swear looks crooked to me and dash gauges are
alas And my blue MG is very hard to start at this point I know you do restorations Welding is not
my forte a skill I hope to earn at some point but the car does need body work done to it. No
sense in me trying to pretty up the interior if the body isn't sound. Aside from a full restoration
as listed on your site; could you do the minor body work well minor in my eyes I require???
Since I am already begging Once I have you guys get the body "de-rusted" could you then paint
the car at your facility???? We do body work! We can paint the car, too, but we'll need to see it
to really give you the options and the costs. There are two types of paint jobs -- complete and
partial; there are two qualities of paint jobs -- "tape and spray" and "disassembly. Are you still
in the reserves? Is there a chance you'll get called up, or worse, called back? John John, Long
time no talk. Company bonus time approaches mid April I just saw a MGB with a cabriolet top. It
actually folded back just like on modern car, manually but it folded right onto the car!!! It was
beautiful. The frame was totally concealed and the header rail was in the same matching
material. Could one of these cabriolet tops be placed obviously with the correct modifications
onto a 67? Still planning on bring the car up in April and have you guys do a thorough check on
it. I have been working a bit on getting her running a little more reliable cleaned up the float
mechanism on one of the carburetors last night so I won't have tow the car up to you. Still can't
get her to idle less than rpm without her cutting off. However, she does start up far more reliably
so that's a start the engine was totally seized up 2 weeks ago when I started. I have pretty much
removed all the rotted carpeting, crappy seats, torn panels, etc. The car is gutted. Hoping I can
have you guys do all the "ugly" looking stuff I have found. I have stopped most of the engine oil
and fuel leaks, but still have a electrical problems no interior lights of any sort, no heater
blower, no horn, etc, etc which I am no way versed on repairing. Do you guys only do seminars
in Feb? Nothing else during the year? I love working on the car. I would love to do some more
technical stuff, but lack the experience. If you decide on doing other seminars sign me up!!!!.
Thanks for the concern about the whole war thing Nope "I'se aint got ta go". A broken collar
bone and shoulder have put on the "lame and useless" list I have seen enough wars Panama,

Saudi I must honesty say I am glad I won't be the one worrying which person of a man
Maintenance Company I might not bring home. I lost two soldiers in Saudi Let us hope the
whole world comes to it senses. I always read your updates with great interest. It would
probably be best for us to finish our "complete lubrication" before you purchase a new cabriolet
top. You know, our lube will put everything into perspective for you -- we'll have a "complete"
list of all the faults and their approximate costs of repair. We'll look forward to seeing you up
here in April. Hope your bones heal quickly! John, Is there a good way to display club badges
on a rubber bumper MGB? Does anyone make a retrofit bar for the 'B"? Thanks, Al Webster. If
you want a "chrome" badge bar, then you'll have to fit it horizontally through the fresh air
opening in the bumper and fix it horizontally to the small shelf, just behind the fresh air grille. I
have seen some of these at meets, but if Moss doesn't carry them Do you have any tips on
fitting a new top to the header piece. It seems like I have to strech it so tight that it will not close.
Thanks Bill. A couple of notes at this late date. Make sure you shake out all the rivets from the
hole in the end of the header bar or you will forever listen to the metallic rush of those rivets
every time you turn a corner. Fit the top on the hottest day, at the hottest time during the day so
the top has expanded a LOT. Fit it snug at the centre of the header bar and work outwards. Use
3M glue. You do have to fit it snugly! If you have any further questions, drop me a note or give
me a call during technical hour. John, Thanks for all of your help to the British car community
over the years. I have a question regarding the windshield wipers. My MGB has water getting in
the car on the wiper cable. It drains down one side onto my ankles, but worse yet it walks down
the cable the other direction and gets into the wiper motor. I took my motor apart recently, and
the whole inside is rusted. The brushes are shot, so I am going to buy a new motor. I don't want
to put it in, however, until I stop the leaks. I have replaced all three of the gaskets on the wiper
transmissions, and sealed them with windshield sealer, but the leaks persist. Any ideas?
Thanks, Dave. I would take some clear RTV Silicone Sealant and squirt it under the gasket at the
base of the windscreen pillar foot. Use a liberal amount and wipe off the excess. John,Thanks
for all of your help to the British car community over the years. My MGB haswater getting in the
car on the wiper cable. It drains down one sideonto my ankles, but worse yet it walks down the
cable the otherdirection and gets into the wiper motor. I took my motor apartrecently, and the
whole inside is rusted. The brushes are shot, so I amgoing to buy a new motor. I don't want to
put it in, however, until Istop the leaks. I have replaced all three of the gaskets on the
wipertransmissions, and sealed them with windshield sealer, but the leakspersist. I would take
some clear RTV Silicone Sealant andsquirt it under the gasket at the base of the windscreen
pillar foot. Use aliberal amount and wipe off the excess. I can't seem to remove the swivel piece
of glass to properly fit and install new seals. Your advices are appreciated. Thank You, Richard
Coleman Richard! It is necessary to remove the nut from the bottom of the "swivel pin" which
lies frustratingly, inaccessibly within the door. Unless that nut comes loose very easily, I would
-- you won't like this -- I would gut the door -- rear track, then front assembly. It's a real hassle
getting it out, but you won't break anything! Then, you can work carefully with the nut on the
bench -- AND, you can have the time to clean up the assembly. If you're determined to do it in
place, spray it down with WD for a couple days before wrenching on that nut! The nut is a
nylock and hold a spring sandwiched between itself and a plate on the underside of the door
skin. I am starting the restoration of a MGTD. I have purchased all new wood and am ready to
install some of the pieces. I am wondering if the wood should be painted the same color as the
body or leave it natural. Do you have any information to assist me??? I've had a number of T
type tubs apart and the metal is certainly painted where it's exposed; it's primed everywhere;
but the only paint on the wood is overspray. Instead of purchasing new hinges would it be
possible to bore out the hinge and install bushings and a new pin? Best Regards, Chris. I've
never repaired an MGB door hinge, but have done so -- in the manner you suggest -- with T
types. I'm certain your method will work! The hinge determines how the front of the door lines
up with the front wing skin side to side, not fore and aft. John, Do you have or know where I can
find a conversion kit to convert from rubber to chrome bumpers? I have a MGB that I would like
to convert. Thanks, Jim Ray. Take my advice to heart. If you want a chrome bumper MGB, buy
one!! A cobbled MG. Offhand, these are some of the things you have to do: change the front
fenders; change the rear fenders; change the front crossmember; shorten the steering; lower
the body onto the rear axle - or - move the axle UP with spacers a lot of sway! I wouldn't do it.
BUT, if you insist, I can find some name of people who have done it who can give you some
pointers -- but they may give you the same unsolicited advice first! The earlier cars T types
came with nitrocellulose lacquer. The MGAs had several finishes. The MGBs and Midgets came
in enamel, but probably not acrylic, as that's a fairly newer process. What are you doing? Dear
sirs, as i am currently involved in a restauration project, i am looking for the original paints of
"british racing green" and "lotus yellow". Thank you for any inspiration, yours, truly,. I am

completely unfamiliar withy Lotus Yellow. British Racing Green is as specific as the word "tree.
What year and model are you trying to paint? John: I replaced the rubber seal on my 72' MGB
trunk lid. Since then the trunk lid does not sit flush with the rest of the body. I have tried
adjusting the hinges, lock etc without success. Any suggesstion? Good Day, I found your
address through British Motor Heritage web site and you are the closest to me. I am located in
Carleton Place Ontario, just outside of Ottawa. I just purchased this car and wil be starting my
project this fall and want to do a cost comparison of all bodywork, time to reshell if avail in
North America. While we are within the Heritage Network, our licence covers our workshop -- we
do not purchase parts from Heritage. This is my suggestion -- call The Roadster Factory in
Armagh, PA and see if they'll bring one in for you -- or, call Brown and Gammons, Baldock,
Herts, and see what it will cost of sent one to you. Let me know what you find out and what you
decide to do! Hi John. I have a question Thanks to Larry Gillion, a friend. I was told that your are
the master on MGA's that can help. My question is," Why does my car have a aluminum front
bumper"? It's all aluminum, no question about it! Can you Help? The original MGA bumpers are
not much different than the ones you purchase today from Moss -- steel, plated in copper, then
nickel, then chrome. The bumpers you have -- the aluminium ones -- those were aftermarket
bumpers made by Tasker Metal Products probably 30 years ago. Tasker continues to make
grilles, etc. They might have some interesting information if you were to ask I never have! Hello
John, My question is: Do the bolts in the bonnet channels get painted were they painted from
the factory? Also, was the engine number plate painted from factory? Thanks, Rich. Hello, I was
interested in buying a MGB, which of course has the plastic bumpers. However, I have read a
few articles online which give directions on how to convert from plastic to chrome. I was
wondering if your company would be able to provide such a service and for how much? The
"rule" here is: If you want chrome bumpers, buy a chrome bumpered MGB! It is very expensive
to change from rubber to chrome. John, Is there piping on both sides of the interior trim rails on
an MGA? Top and bottom of the dash cockpit, crash rail; outsides only of the door cockpit rails;
outsides only of the curved pieces at the rear of the doors; outside only of the strip across the
back -- on the front side of this piece is fitted the pocket for the side curtains. The part is no
longer available. Any suggestions on a replacement and sealant? Thanks, Jeff. I assume you
mean the glazing between the metal "U" and the door glass, within the doors? I know we've
used the newer Moss MGA windscreen rubber frame to glass. Be sure to support the glass with
blocks of wood in your vise -- you need to hold the glass really fast so you can fit the metal "U"
-- a large, soft hammer works well to urge the pieces together. If you get scared, just take the
individual pieces to a glass shop. Hi John 1. Loved reading your tech accumulated tech tips.
Noticed the "sage advice" about converting a rubber bumper MGB to the chrome bumpers, and
why go through the hassle? I have a one owner MGB with only 31, actual miles on it. Got it from
the owner when he retired and moved back to England last fall. My question is that if I have both
cars sitting in front of me and I pull the rubber bumpers off the 76 and try to swap them out for
the 74 bumpers, can it be that easy or is there a lot of welding and making of parts brackets, etc.
I notice that Moss Motors has a kit out to do this but the bumpers alone are about two thousand
dollars, if you include the grill. They did tell me that I can buy just the templates and brackets.
And two. I want to lower the 76 at the same time to chrome bumpers specs. Can I swap out the
74 gt front and rear springs to lower the The tech book says that the gt springs are about one
inch shorter than the rubber bumper car. If you can give me a simple answer on the two
questions, Why does the gt handle so much better than the 76 rubber bumper car? Of course
you are absolutely right. Its just that I had this wonderful condition with very little mileage drop
into my hands from a neighbor who purchased it new. Then from there I bought up two GT's
from someone in Charlottesville, and then you know how it goes from there. Middle age crazy I
guess. Will the front and rear sway bar and mounting hardware from the 74 GT work on the 76?
Or should I simply bite the bullet and order it from Moss? The more I think about chrome
bumper swap the less it sounds like I ought to be doing it. I am going to change over the su's
this weekend though and pick up an after market exhaust system. And then call it quits. But
rubber bumper cars don't seem to bring a lot so I guess I'll be stuck with it. You have to decide
what you want. Do you want a rubber bumper MGB? Do you want a chrome bumper MGB? You
already have the rubber bumper car; it's already paid for. You could clean up and sell the rubber
bumper MGB and purchase a chrome bumper one. That's not a bad option. If you want your
MGB to run fast, remove the Stromberg and fit the dual carbs from one of the older cars along
with the matching distributor. Trying to lower the 76 MGB is very difficult -- it requires a
completely different front crossmember assembly. Fitting lowered springs changes the steering
geometry and the MGB will not, cannot, handle properly. Hope this little bit steers you in the
right direction, 2. The sway bar components from the earlier chrome models will fit the rubber
model -- but there is only an anti-sway bar in the front. Use the thick one from the GT! Good

luck. I am also familiar with your company's well respected reputation. I'm seeking some advise.
I have a MGB-GT that accumulates water in the passenger compartment when I either wash the
car a little bit of puddling or if I get caught in the rain, which thankfully isn't too often, but can
create allot of puddling depending on the severity and or length of the storm. Until recently I've
turned a blind eye to it as when this does happen I can usually remove the rubber floor mat and
mop up with a paper towel etc. As a result the insulation acted like a sponge and, well you can
guess the rest Capillary action at is best! I had to take the seat and all the carpeting etc out to
dry this time. As I write this I have a small fan in the car drying everything out as thoroughly as
possible. Where is this water coming from? I am aware of the problem with that drain tube from
the cowl vent. I clean that 2 -3 times a year and I see no sign of the water entering from the
vents. The water traditionally puddles along the side of the transmission tunnel down by the
radio housing and directly across from that by the map pocket. Any thoughts? It's pretty odd for
a BGT to leak so badly. The technique is to lie in the car and have someone spray the garden
hose on the car can you do that in California yet? The most common location would be around
the rubber that holds the windscreen in place. After that, I'd suspect the seal between the door
and the door opening. Please let me know what you find! I wonder if you can help me with
something. The weld is terrible with gaps etc. The MGB specialist who serviced the car for many
years was unaware of this as the joint was convered with undercoating. He indicated that he
didn't think this was a structural problem given that it had been done a long time ago and
nothing had shifted. I guess I am looking for a second opinion and was wondering if I should
have a new piece properly welded in to replace the centre cut section. Your thoughts on this
would be greatly appreciated! Kind regards, Gord. I've seen this butchery before. The frame is
exceptionally durable, and if the rest of the car is rust free, then I doubt that the lack of good
welds here will cause any dramatic loss of torsional rigidity. If someone could do a good job for
a couple hundred bucks, I'd go for it. Hello John, first, thanks for your web site, I have
referenced it often. Art Lewis. He told me that it matches the paint formula supplied by you.
Could you share that formula with me? Thanks, Tom,. Matching paint is always difficult, and
some colors are more difficult than others. Most paint suppliers have a spectrometer that can
read the paint color, then they mix a paint to match. I do believe they're located in Cleveland. I
hope some of this helps! Could you tell me how many oval washer required per each bolt and
the location of the washer? And what is the gap between the door and the wing? Thank you
very much, Jorge. Jorge, The washers fitted between the body and the rear of the fender there
at the scuttle are fitted "as required. I would get all the bolts started, then work the fender, if
possible, and by very little, to ensure that the gap from top to bottom is parallel. Be certain to
attach the bottom of the fender to the bottom of the sill. Draw all the bolts snug, fit as many
washers as required, as necessary, so that when you snug the bolts at the scuttle neither the
scuttle nor the fender are bent inwards. Fill that gap with body putty to prevent leaking from the
windscreen. I hope this helps a bit! Hello, John I have replaced the door skins on my '65 MGB,
now the door handles won't fit into the holes. Can I cut the skins to make the original pull type
handles work, or do I need to change to the push type door handles? I have the original internal
door latch hardware. Thanks, John. Cut the new doors. Measure twice, cut once! John, I have a
mgb with 23, original miles. I need to replace the wiper blades. How do you remove the inserts
or blades? Also, I have a noise coming from the water pump or pulley, the pulley has a wee bit
of play There is usually a tab which, when pressed away from the arm, allows the blade to slide
off the end of the arm. Yours may have 20 years of corrosion even if you cannot see it making it
difficult to break the blades free from the blades. The water pump always has a very slight
amount of freeplay. BUT, it should not sound as if it has gravel in it! Loosen the fan belt and run
the engine without that belt in place. Does it make the same noise? If so, it's not the pump. If it
doesn't then you know it's the water pump or the alternator. I've imported the car to Canada
near Toronto. I've been thinking of getting the car rust proofed with an oil spray. I've been
looking for advice on whether I should do this or not. The car will be garaged most of the time
and only driven on warm sunny days in the spring, summer and fall. I've done a lot of research
on the web and every where I turn your name comes up. All cars have rust -- the questions are:
1 how much; and 2 how to keep it from spreading. I would, positively and absolutely rust proof
your car with Waxoyl! Remove those big foam pads from inside the ends of the rear fenders;
remove the white interior panels to the rear of the rear windows; remove the interior panels from
behind the doors; remove the splash panels under the front fenders behind the front wheel;
remove the sill tread plate if you do not have these, purchase some. Before using the Waxoyl,
use compressed air to blow out those areas you will be coating. Blow all around the inside of
the rear wheel arch -- both from the back and from the front. Blow out all the crud that's
collected at the bottom of the front fender. If you want, drill some one inch access holes in the
top of the sill that's why you purchased the sill tread pieces, to cover those holes and blow out

the inside of the rockers. Get that Waxoyl warmed up in a bath of water on the grill or on the
stove and then spray it inside the rear fenders from the back and from the front from behind the
front doors ; spray it into the sills; spray it into the cavity under the front fender. Now this
Waxoyl will drip and stink for a while -- so maybe it's better to do this towards the end of the
season. Leave paper on the floor to catch the drippings. Expect the car to drip when you have it
parked on hot, black, tarmac next summer. The good news is that this waxy oil will inhibit the
ability of the oxygen in the air to wreak havoc with the iron in the body. It will positively stop the
advancement of rust and it will prohibit the formation of new rust. It's the most wonderful stuff
since sliced bread! How much to use? It's sold in a container that looks like the old Imperial
gallon -- you'll go through one of these at least. Hey John! Hey you are familiar with the radiator
nose badge for the MGA, and the "reproduction" by Moss. Have you, or anyone you know, any
of the originals cast aluminum with some foundry's name embossed on the back in good shape
you might want to part with? Let me know please sir. Brian, I've taken the new Moss badges,
heated them up carefully and applied much more solder to ensure that the stud doesn't break
free. Will this solve your problem. I just don't have any old ones. John, I want to wash the
engine in my 76 MGB but don't know what to cover up to keep protected from getting water in it.
Could you assist me. Thanks Chris. Ensure the engine is warm, leave it running, and put about
20 quarters into the quarter car wash machine. Spray the engine down with soapy water, then
switch over to the degreaser, if it's available, then switch back to the soapy water. You can get
one inch away from everything to get it really clean. Sometimes you'll flake off loose paint. The
only component to avoid is the alternator. The distributor is going to get wet anyway. At some
time, the engine will finally stumble and quit. Lay down the wand, turn the ignition OFF, and
continue. To restart the engine, remove the cap and wires, dry off the plugs, dry off the coil
tower, and dry off the cap and wires. By the time you get home the engine will be running poorly
again -- so remove the cap at home and allow it to ventilate. I spray off engines all the time. I
love a clean engine bay! I also have two questions relating to the MG that I hope you can
answer. First, what is the difference between side curtain frames for the two and three bow tops.
My MG is a two bow top and I want to be sure I have the correct frames. Second, I would like to
fashion my own wind wings. Do you know where I might be able to locate the chrome hinges for
such a project. Any help you can give me will be appreciated. Respectfully, Fred. Fred, I would
like to explain the differences between the frames, but I can only tell you that if you have the
wrong ones with the top that they don't fit. I know that isn't much help. Position the curtains so
that the front of the rear frame is parallel with the rear of the front frame. Place the fixing
mounds in on the interior panels, assuring an overlap front to rear. Then fit the top, positioning
the fixing point behind the door so that the top fits down tightly against the top of the side
curtains. Can you help me? I am having an ongoing argument with a fellow British car
enthusiast about fender mirrors. My friend says mirrors were a dealer option and there was no
law governing the placement of mirror locations. I'm also doubting my memory, because I can
no longer find that reference. If you know that I am right, could you somehow quote me that law
or explain it to me? Thanks for your help. Craig, If there were rules in place for GTs in England,
they would not have been applied here. I am just sure that the cars were shipped here without
mirrors and that they were dealer installed -- with instructions -- but dealer installed. That means
that some have minor variations as to the placement. Those wing mirrors look cool but aren't
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worth a damn for seeing what's behind you. I've always preferred a much larger mirror, or one
mounted on the door. Ken Smith may be able to help with some of these originality questions.
John: I appreciate your insight on many fronts. I had a '63 "B" that I had to sell several years
ago due to finances. I just bought an '80 MGB with 18, original miles. The car apparently was
bought in Europe and used to travel on a vacation in Shipped back here. Owned by original
owner until I bought it. It has a dried up wax-like material in the engine compartment-rustproofing?? Any idea how I can remove it? The paint underneath still shines if you flake it off
with a fingernail. Ken, That may be aftermarket rustproofing -- but it sure sounds like the
original Cosmoline cosmolene that the factory used to undercoat the cars to prepare them for
their overseas shipment. The dealer used a HOT powerwasher to remove the goop when the
cars arrived it was part of the pre-delivery preparation and inspection.

